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Abstract
Within the Landau-de Gennes theory of liquid crystals, we study the-
oretically the equilibrium configurations with uniaxial symmetry. We
show that the uniaxial symmetry constraint is very restrictive and can
in general not be satisfied, except in very symmetric situations. For one-
and two-dimensional configurations, we characterize completely the uni-
axial equilibria: they must have constant director. In the three dimen-
sional case we focus on the model problem of a spherical droplet with ra-
dial anchoring, and show that any uniaxial equilibrium must be spher-
ically symmetric. It was known before that uniaxiality can sometimes
be broken by energy minimizers. Our results shed a new light on this
phenomenon: we prove here that in one or two dimensions uniaxial sym-
metry is always broken, unless the director is constant. Moreover, our
results concern all equilibrium configurations, and not merely energy
minimizers.
1 Introduction
Nematic liquid crystals are composed of rigid rod-like molecules which tend to
align in a common preferred direction. For a macroscopic description of such
orientational ordering, several continuum theories are available, relying on
different order parameters.
The state of alignment can be simply characterized by a director field n
with values in the unit sphere S2, corresponding to the local preferred di-
rection of orientation. Within such a description, topological constraints may
force the appearance of defects: regions where the director field is not con-
tinuous. To obtain a finer understanding of such regions, one needs to in-
troduce a scalar order parameter s, corresponding to the degree of alignment
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along the director n. However, the (s,n) description only accounts for uniaxial
nematics, which correspond to a symmetric case of the more general biax-
ial nematic phase. To describe biaxial regions, a tensorial order parameter
Q is needed. Biaxiality has been used to theoretically describe defect cores
[21, 13, 25, 27, 9, 8] and material frustration [24, 4, 2], and has been observed
experimentally [19, 1].
The n and (s,n) descriptions can both be interpreted within the Q-tensor
description. The tensorial order parameter Q describes different degrees of
symmetry: isotropic, uniaxial or biaxial. The isotropic case Q = 0 corresponds
to the full symmetry group G = SO(3). The uniaxial case corresponds to a bro-
ken symmetry group H ≈O(2). And the biaxial case corresponds to a further
broken symmetry group with 4 elements. The (s,n) description amounts to
restricting the order parameter space to uniaxial or isotropic Q-tensor: only
Q-tensors which are ‘at least O(2)-symmetric’ are considered. The n descrip-
tion arises in the London limit, since the space of degeneracy is G/H ≈S2/{±1}
(see for instance [28, Section 2] for more details).
In physical systems presenting some symmetry, existence of symmetric
equilibrium configurations is a common phenomenon: such configurations can
be obtained by looking for a solution with a special symmetrical ansatz. In
some cases this phenomenon can be formalized mathematically as a Principle
of Symmetric Criticality [23]. In the present paper we investigate whether
the same principle applies to uniaxial symmetry in nematic liquid crystals:
do there exist uniaxial Q-tensor equilibrium configurations? or is the uniaxial
symmetry always broken?
We consider a Landau-de Gennes free energy. We do not work with the
usual four-terms expansion of the bulk free energy but with a general frame
invariant bulk free energy.
We start by considering the case of one- or two-dimensional configurations:
that is, configurations exhibiting translational invariance in at least one di-
rection of space [24, 4, 2, 13, 27]. In Theorem 4.1 we describe completely the
one- or two-dimensional uniaxial equilibrium configurations: these are essen-
tially only the configurations with constant director field n. In particular,
even if the boundary conditions enhance uniaxial symmetry, the uniaxial order
is destroyed in the whole system, unless the director field is uniform.
The three dimensional case is more complex. While in one and two dimen-
sions the uniaxial configurations are essentially trivial, there does exist a non
trivial uniaxial configuration in three dimensions: namely, the so-called radial
hedgehog [21, 26], which corresponds to a spherically symmetric configuration
in a sperical droplet of nematic, with strong radial anchoring on the surface.
In Theorem 5.1 we show that any uniaxial equilibrium configuration must be
spherically symmetric, in this particular nematic system. Such a result con-
stitutes a first step towards a complete characterization of three-dimensional
uniaxial equilibrium configurations. We expect the radial hedgehog to be the
only non trivial uniaxial equilibrium.
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Our main results, Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 5.1, bring out the idea that
the constraint of uniaxial symmetry is very restrictive and is in general not
satisfied, except in very symmetric situations. These results shed a very new
light on the phenomenon of ‘biaxial escape’ [27], and are fundamentally dif-
ferent from the previous related ones in the literature. Indeed, biaxiality was
always shown to occur by means of free energy comparison methods, while we
only rely on the equilibrium equations. In particular our results hold for all
metastable configurations. Moreover, the appearance of biaxiality was usually
related to special values of parameters such as the temperature [21] – which
affects the bulk equilibrium –, or the size of the system [4] – which affects
the director deformation. We show instead that biaxiality occurs for any value
of the temperature (since the bulk energy density we work with is arbitrary)
and any kind of director deformation. In short: escape to biaxiality appears
in all possible situations, and the equilibrium equations themselves force this
escape.
The plan of the paper is the following. In Section 2 we introduce the math-
ematical model describing orientational order. In Section 3 we derive the equi-
librium equations for a configuration with uniaxial symmetry, and discuss the
appearance of an extra equation corresponding to equilibrium with respect to
symmetry-breaking perturbations. Sections 4 and 5 contain the main results
of the paper: in Section 4 we deal with one- and two-dimensional configura-
tions and prove Theorem 4.1, and in Section 5 we focus on a spherical nematic
droplet with radial anchoring and prove Theorem 5.1.
2 Description of the model
2.1 Order parameter and degrees of symmetry
In a nematic liquid crystal, the local state of alignment is described by an
order parameter taking values in
S =
{
Q ∈M3(R);Q =
tQ, trQ = 0
}
, (1)
the set of all symmetric traceless 3×3 matrices.
The group G = SO(3) acts on the order parameter space S : we denote by
Isom(S ) the group of linear isometries of S , and the action is given by the
group morphism
ρ : G→ Isom(S ), ρ(g)Q = gQ tg.
Note that this action ρ is related to the natural action of G on R3: ρ(g)Q is the
order parameter one should observe after changing the coordinate frame by g
in R3.
In the order parameter space S we may distinguish three types of ele-
ments, depending on their degree of symmetry. The degree of symmetry of an
3
element Q ∈S is given by its isotropy subgroup
H(Q) :=
{
g ∈G, ρ(g)Q =Q
}
,
which can be of three different kinds:
• If Q = 0, then H(Q)=G, and Q describes the isotropic phase.
• If Q has two equal (non zero) eigenvalues, then
Q =λ
(
n⊗n−
1
3
I
)
, λ ∈R∗, n ∈S2,
and thus Q = λρ(g)A0, where A0 = ez⊗ez− I/3 and g ∈G maps ez to n.
Therefore H(Q) is conjugate via g to
D∞ :=H(A0)=
〈
{rez,θ}θ∈R, rey,pi
〉
≈O(2),
where rn,θ stands for the element of G corresponding to the rotation of
axis n and angle θ. In this case, Q describes the uniaxial phase.
• If Q has three distinct eigenvalues, and g ∈ G maps the canonical or-
thonormal basis (ex,ey,ez) to an orthonormal basis of eigenvectors of Q,
then H(Q) is conjugate via g to
D2 =
〈
rex,pi, rey,pi
〉
≈Z/2Z×Z/2Z.
In this case, Q describes the biaxial phase.
Hence there is a hierarchy in the breaking of symmetry that Q can de-
scribe:
{0}⊂U ⊂S ,
where
U =
{
s
(
n⊗n−
1
3
I
)
; s ∈R, n ∈S2
}
, (2)
is the set of order parameter which can describe a breaking of symmetry from
G to D∞. Elements of U are characterized by their director n ∈S2 and their
scalar order parameter s ∈R.
Remark 2.1. Note that the scalar order parameter s of a uniaxial tensor Q ∈
U is uniquely determined since s= 0 if Q = 0, and
s= 3
tr(Q3)
|Q|2
otherwise. On the other hand, the director is uniquely determined up to a sign
if Q 6= 0, and not determined at all if Q = 0.
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2.2 Equilibrium configurations
We consider a nematic liquid crystal contained in an open set Ω ⊂ R3. The
state of alignment of the material is described by a map
Q : Ω→S .
At equilibrium, the configuration should minimize a free energy functional of
the form
F (Q)=
∫
Ω
( fel + fb)dx,
where fel is an elastic energy density, and fb is the bulk free energy.
Here we consider the one constant approximation for the elastic term:
fel =
L
2
|∇Q|2,
and the most general frame invariant (i.e. invariant under the action ρ) bulk
term:
fb =ϕ(tr(Q
2),tr(Q3)),
for some function
ϕ : R×R→R+,
which we assume to be smooth.
Remark 2.2. A fundamental property of the free energy density f (Q)= fel+ fb
is its frame invariance: for any Q ∈H1
loc
(R3;S ) it holds
f (g ·Q)(x)= f (Q)(g−1x) ∀g ∈G,
where g ·Q denotes the natural action of G on maps Q, given by
(g ·Q)(x)= ρ(g)Q(g−1x)= gQ(g−1x)g−1. (3)
More general elastic terms fel are physically relevant, as long as the frame
invariance property is conserved.
An equilibrium configuration is described by a map Q ∈H1(Ω;S ) satisfy-
ing the Euler-Lagrange equation
L∆Q = 2(∂1ϕ)Q+3(∂2ϕ)
(
Q2−
|Q|2
3
I
)
, (4)
associated to the free energy F .
Physically relevant configurations should be bounded. On the other hand,
classical elliptic regularity arguments ensure that any solution of (4) which
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lies in H1∩L∞ is smooth. In fact, if in addition ϕ is analytic, any H1∩L∞
solution of (4) is actually analytic [22, Theorem 6.7.6].
In the sequel we will always consider smooth solutions. We discuss next a
very mild sufficient condition on ϕwhich ensures boundedness – and therefore
smoothness – of solutions.
In a bounded regular domain Ω, a natural assumption on ϕ which ensures
that any H1 solution of (4) with bounded boundary data is in fact bounded is
the following one:
∃M > 0 such that
(
|Q| ≥M =⇒ 2|Q|2(∂1ϕ)+3(∂2ϕ)tr(Q
3)≥ 0
)
. (5)
See [15, Lemma B.3] for a proof that assumption (5) on ϕ implies indeed that
any Q ∈H1 solution of (4) satisfies
‖Q‖L∞(Ω) ≤max(M,‖Q‖L∞(∂Ω)).
The fourth order approximation for fb usually considered in the literature
fb(Q)=−atr(Q
2)−btr(Q3)+ ctr(Q2)2, (6)
corresponds to
ϕ(x, y)=−ax−by+ cx2,
which satisfies indeed (5), as long as c> 0 (and is obviously analytic).
3 Uniaxial equilibrium
In the sequel, we investigate the existence of purely uniaxial equilibrium con-
figurations, i.e. solutions Q of the equilibrium equations (4), which satisfy
Q(x) ∈U ∀x ∈Ω.
In other words, a purely uniaxial equilibrium configuration is a solution of (4)
which can be written in the form
Q(x)= s(x)
(
n(x)⊗n(x)−
1
3
I
)
, (7)
for some scalar field s : Ω→R and unit vector field n : Ω→S2.
Remark 3.1. Here we do not require a priori that the scalar field s and the
unit vector field n in ansatz (7) be smooth. Note that s is uniquely determined
(see Remark 2.1) by
s(x)= 3
tr(Q(x)3)
|Q(x)|2
.
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Therefore if Q is smooth, then s is smooth in the set {Q 6= 0} ⊂ Ω of points
where Q does not vanish, and continuous in Ω. On the other hand, n is not
uniquely determined (see Remark 2.1). However, in {Q 6= 0} one can choose
locally a smooth unit vector field n. More precisely, if Q is smooth and x0 ∈Ω
is such that Q(x0) 6= 0, then there exists an open ball B⊂Ω centered at x0, and
a smooth map n : B→ S2 such that (7) holds. The local smooth n is obtained
through the implicit function theorem (see the proof of Theorem 4.1 below for
more details).
Remark 3.2. Uniaxiality can be characterized through
Q ∈U ⇐⇒|Q|6 = 6
[
tr(Q3)
]2
,
so that any analytic mapQ : Ω→S which is uniaxial in some open subset ofΩ
is automatically uniaxial everywhere [20]. Thus, for analytic ϕ, Theorems 4.1
and 5.1 proved below are valid if we replace the assumption that Q be purely
uniaxial, with the assumption that Q be uniaxial in some open set.
Remark 3.3. The spherically symmetric radial hedgehog [21] provides an ex-
ample of purely uniaxial equilibrium (see also Section 5 below). However,
in the particular case of the radial hedgehog, uniaxial symmetry is a conse-
quence of spherical symmetry, for which Palais’ Principle of Symmetric Crit-
icality applies [23]. The Principle of Symmetric Criticality is a general tool
which allows to prove existence of symmetric equilibria. Roughly speaking,
if the free energy and the space of admissible configurations are ‘symmetric’,
then the Principle asserts the following: any symmetric configuration which
is an equilibrium with respect to symmetry-preserving perturbations is au-
tomatically an equilibrium with respect to symmetry-breaking perturbations
also. Of course the meaning of ‘symmetric’ needs to be precised: see [23] for a
rigorous mathematical framework in which this Principle is valid.
However, in general the Principle of Symmetric Criticality does not apply
to uniaxial symmetry, as is suggested by the following result (see Remark 3.5
below).
Proposition 3.4. Let ω ⊂ R3 be an open set. Let s : ω→ R and n : ω→ S2 be
smooth maps such that the corresponding uniaxial Q (7) satisfies the equilib-
rium equation (4). Then s and n satisfy∆s= 3|∇n|
2s+
1
L
(2s∂1ϕ+ s
2∂2ϕ),
s∆n+2(∇s ·∇)n=−s|∇n|2n,
(8)
and, in regions where s does not vanish, n satisfies the extra equation
2
3∑
k=1
∂kn⊗∂kn= |∇n|
2 (I−n⊗n) . (9)
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Proof. Plugging the uniaxial ansatz (7) into the equilibrium equation (4), we
find, after rearranging the terms,
M1+M2+M3 = 0,
where
M1 =
[
∆s−3|∇n|2s−
1
L
(2s∂1ϕ+ s
2∂2ϕ)
](
n⊗n−
1
3
I
)
,
M2 = 2n⊙ (s∆n+2(∇s ·∇)n+ s|∇n|
2n),
M3 = s
[
2
∑
k
∂kn⊗∂kn+|∇n|
2 (n⊗n−I)
]
.
Here ⊙ denotes the symmetric tensor product: the (i, j) component of n⊙m is
(nim j+n jmi)/2.
Using the fact that |n|2 is constant equal to 1, which implies in particular
n ·∂ jn= 0 and n ·∆n+|∇n|2 = 0, we find that
M1 ∈S ∩Span
(
n⊙n−
1
3
I
)
,
M2 ∈S ∩Span
{
n⊙v : v ∈ n⊥
}
,
M3 ∈S ∩Span
{
v⊙w : v,w ∈ n⊥
}
.
Recall here that S is the order parameter space (1) of traceless symmetric ma-
trices. In particular, M1, M2 and M3 are pairwise orthogonal, and we deduce
that
M1 =M2 =M3 = 0.
We conclude that (8) and (9) hold.
Remark 3.5. The system (8) satisfied by (s,n) is nothing else than the Euler-
Lagrange equation associated to the energy
F(s,n)=F (Q)=
∫[
L
2
(
2
3
|∇s|2+2s2|∇n|2
)
+ϕ(2s2/3,2s3/9)
]
dx,
under the constraint |n|2 = 1. In other words (8) expresses the fact that Q is
an equilibrium of F with respect to perturbations preserving the symmetry
constraint Q ∈U . The minimization of the functional F has been studied in
[17]. On the other hand, the extra equation (9) expresses the fact that Q is an
equilibrium with respect to symmetry-breaking perturbations. Since (9) is not
trivial, we see that Palais’ Principle of Symmetric Criticality does not apply to
uniaxial symmetry.
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Remark 3.6. The extra equation (9) is of the form M3 = 0, with M3 taking
its values in S of dimension 5: it contains 5 scalar equations. However, it
has been shown during the proof of Proposition 3.4 that, due to the constraint
n ∈S2, it holds in fact
M3 ∈M :=S ∩Span
{
v⊗w : v,w ∈ n⊥
}
.
Since M and S2 are two-dimensional, the information really carried by (9)
corresponds to a system of two first order partial differential equations, with
two unknown. In particular, given a generic non characteristic boundary data
n|∂ω = n0, equation (9) should have exactly one local solution. Therefore, sys-
tem (8) coupled with Dirichlet boundary conditions and the extra equation (9)
is strongly overdetermined. We expect solutions to exist only in very ‘symmet-
ric’ cases. The results presented in the sequel are indeed of such a nature.
4 In one and two dimensions
In this section we concentrate on one- and two-dimensional configurations,
which occur in case of translational invariance in at least one direction. Such
a symmetry assumption is actually relevant for many nematic systems that
are interesting both theoretically and for application purposes. For instance,
in nematic cells bounded by two parallel plates with competing anchoring, one
usually looks for one-dimensional solutions [24, 4, 2]. Such hybrid nematic
cells provide a model system for understanding the physics of frustration, and
this kind of geometry occurs in several nematic based optical devices. Another
relevant geometry is the cylindrical one, in which two dimensional configura-
tions can be considered [13, 27, 9, 8], with applications to high performance
fibers [6, 5, 12].
Our conclusion (see Theorem 4.1 below) is that a one- or two-dimensional
equilibrium configuration can be purely uniaxial only if the director field is
constant. Thus in the translation-invariant case, the system (8) coupled with
(9) is so strongly overdetermined that it admits only trivial solutions.
Theorem 4.1. Let Ω ⊂ R3 be an open set and Q be a smooth solution of the
equilibrium equation (4). Assume that Q is invariant in one direction: there
exists ν0 ∈S
2 such that ν0 ·∇Q ≡ 0.
(i) If Q is purely uniaxial (i.e. takes values in U ) then Q has constant direc-
tor in every connected component of {Q 6= 0}. That is, for every connected
component ω of {Q 6= 0}, there exists a uniform director n0 = n0(ω) ∈ S2
such that
Q(x)= s(x)
(
n0⊗n0−
1
3
I
)
∀x ∈ω.
for some scalar vector field s : Ω→R.
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(ii) If in addition Q is analytic and Ω is connected, then the director is the
same in every connected component of {Q 6= 0}: there exists n0 ∈ S2 such
that
Q(x)= s(x)
(
n0⊗n0−
1
3
I
)
∀x ∈Ω.
Remark 4.2. The one-dimensional case is of course contained in the two-
dimensional one, but we find useful to present a specific, much simpler ar-
gument here. In one dimension the extra equation (9) becomes
2n′⊗n′ = |n′|2(I−n⊗n),
which readily implies n′ ≡ 0. Thus in one dimension the conclusion of Theo-
rem 4.1 is achieved using only the extra equation (9).
In two dimensions however, the proof of Theorem 4.1 is more involved. In
particular, the extra equation (9) does admit non trivial solutions. For instance
a cylindrically symmetric director field introduced by Cladis and Kléman [7]
and studied further in [3], which is given in cylindrical coordinates by
n(r,θ, z)= cosψ(r)er+sinψ(r)ez with r
dψ
dr
= cosψ,
satisfies (9). But there cannot exist any scalar field s such that (s,n) solves
(8).
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Since the free energy density is frame invariant (see
Remark 2.2) we may assume that ν0 = ez, so that ∂3Q ≡ 0.
We start by proving assertion (i) of Theorem 4.1. Fix a connected compo-
nent ω of {Q 6= 0} and define the smooth map s : ω→R by the formula
s= 3
tr(Q3)
|Q|2
.
Recall that s(x) is the scalar order parameter of Q(x) ∈U (see Remark 2.1). In
particular, s does not vanish in ω. In the sequel we are going to show that the
smooth map Q/s is locally constant in ω, which obviously implies (i).
Let x0 ∈ ω. We claim that there exists an open ball B ⊂ ω centered at x0
and a smooth map n : B→S2 such that the formula for Q in terms of s and n
(7) holds in B (as announced in Remark 3.1).
Indeed, fix a director n0 ∈ S2 of Q(x0): it holds Q(x0)n0 = s0n0, with s0 =
s(x0). Since the eigenvalue s0 is simple and Q(x0) maps n⊥0 to n
⊥
0 , the implicit
function theorem can be applied to the map
ω×R×n⊥0 →R
3, (x, s,v) 7→ (Q(x)− s) (n0+v)
to obtain smooth maps v and s˜ defined in a neighborhood of x0 and solving
uniquely
Q(x)(n0+v)= s˜(n0+v) for s˜≈ s0, v≈ 0 ∈ n
⊥
0 .
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Since, for x close enough to x0, eigenvalues of Q(x) distinct from s(x) are far
from s0, it must hold s˜ = s. Therefore n = (n0+ v)/|n0+ v| provides a smooth
map such that (7) holds in a neighborhood of x0, which we may assume to be
an open ball B.
To prove (i) it remains to show that n is constant in B, which obviously
implies that Q/s is locally constant (since x0 ∈ω is arbitrary).
We start by noting that, since by assumption ∂3Q = 0, it holds
∂3s=
3
2
n · (∂3Q)n= 0, ∂3n=
1
s
(∂3Q)n= 0.
Thus (9) becomes
A := 2∂1n⊗∂1n+2∂2n⊗∂2n−
(
|∂1n|
2
+|∂2n|
2) (I−n⊗n)= 0.
We deduce that
∂1n ·A∂2n= |∇n|
2∂1n ·∂2n= 0,
which implies
∂1n ·∂2n= 0 in B. (10)
Using this last fact, we compute
∂1n ·A∂1n= |∂1n|
2 (
|∂1n|
2
−|∂2n|
2)
= 0,
∂2n ·A∂2n= |∂2n|
2 (
|∂2n|
2
−|∂1n|
2)
= 0,
from which we infer
|∂1n|
2
= |∂2n|
2 in B. (11)
As a consequence of (10) and (11), we obtain that
∆n ·∂1n=
1
2
∂1
[
|∂1n|
2
−|∂2n|
2]
+∂2 [∂1n ·∂2n]= 0,
∆n ·∂2n=
1
2
∂2
[
|∂2n|
2
−|∂1n|
2]
+∂1 [∂1n ·∂2n]= 0.
That is, the vector ∆n is orthogonal to both vectors ∂1n and ∂2n. Therefore,
taking the scalar product of the second equation of (8) with ∂1n and ∂2n, we
are left with
∂1s|∇n|
2
= ∂2s|∇n|
2
= 0 in B. (12)
We claim that (12) implies in fact
|∇n|2 = 0 in B. (13)
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Assume indeed that (13) does not hold, so that |∇n|2 > 0 in some open set
W ⊂B. Then by (12) the scalar field s is constant in W , and the first equation
of (8) implies that |∇n|2 is constant in W . Up to rescaling the variable, we
have thus obtained a map n mapping an open subset of the plane R2 into the
sphere S2 and satisfying
∂1n ·∂2n= 0, |∂1n|
2
= |∂2n|
2
= 1.
That is, n is a local isometry. Since the plane has zero curvature while the
sphere has positive curvature, the existence of such an isometry contradicts
Gauss’s Theorema egregium. Hence we have proved the claim (13), and nmust
be constant in B. This ends the proof of (i).
Now we turn to the proof of assertion (ii) of Theorem 4.1. We start by
proving the following
Claim: for any open ball B ⊂Ω, Q has constant director in B: there exists
n0 ∈S
2 such that Q = s(n0⊗n0−I/3) in B.
Note that this Claim is simply a consequence of (i) if B ⊂ {Q 6= 0}. The
additional information here is that B∩ {Q 6= 0} may not be connected.
If Q ≡ 0 in B the Claim is obvious, so we assume Q(x0) 6= 0 for some x0 ∈B.
Let n0 ∈S2 be such that
Q(x0)= s(x0)
(
n0⊗n0−
1
3
I
)
. (14)
We now prove the Claim by contradiction: assume that there exists x1 ∈ B
such that
Q(x1) 6= s(x1)
(
n0⊗n0−
1
3
I
)
. (15)
In particular, Q(x1) 6= 0. Consider the segment S = [x0,x1] contained in B and
therefore in Ω. Since Q is analytic and does not vanish identically on S, the
set S∩ {Q = 0} must be discrete (and thus finite by compactness).
Since (15) holds, the (locally constant) director is not the same in the re-
spective connected components of x0 and x1 in S∩ {Q 6= 0}. As a consequence,
there must exist x2 ∈ S, n1 ∈S2\{±n0} and δ> 0 such that:
{Q = 0}∩S∩Bδ(x2)= {x2},
Q(x)= s(x)
(
n0⊗n0−
1
3
I
)
∀x ∈ [x2,x0]∩Bδ(x2),
Q(x)= s(x)
(
n1⊗n1−
1
3
I
)
∀x ∈ [x2,x1]∩Bδ(x2).
Hence for small enough ε, the analytic map
Q˜ : (−ε,ε) ∋ t 7→Q(x2+ t(x0− x1)) ∈U
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vanishes exactly at t = 0, has constant director n0 for t > 0 and constant di-
rector n1 for t < 0. The associated map s˜(t) is smooth in (−ε,ε)\ {0} and it
holds
Q˜′(t)=
{
s˜′(t)
(
n0⊗n0−
1
3I
)
for t> 0
s˜′(t)
(
n1⊗n1−
1
3I
)
for t< 0.
We deduce that l+ := lim0+ s˜′ and l− := lim0− s˜′ exist and satisfy
Q˜′(0)= l+
(
n0⊗n0−
1
3
I
)
= l−
(
n1⊗n1−
1
3
I
)
.
Since n0 6= ±n1, it must hold l+ = l− = 0. Thus s˜ is in fact C1 in (−ε,ε) and
satisfies s˜′(0)= 0.
For any integer k≥ 0 it holds
Q˜(k)(t)=
{
s˜(k)(t)
(
n0⊗n0−
1
3I
)
for t> 0
s˜(k)(t)
(
n1⊗n1−
1
3I
)
for t< 0,
and we may repeat the same argument as above to show by induction that s˜ is
smooth in (−ε,ε) and all its derivatives vanish at 0. In particular we find that
Q˜(k)(0)= 0 ∀k≥ 0,
which implies that Q ≡ 0 on S, since Q˜ is analytic: we obtain a contradiction,
and the above Claim is proved.
Wemay now complete the proof of assertion (ii) of Theorem 4.1. Let x, y ∈Ω
and nx,ny ∈S2 be such that
Q(x)= s(x)
(
nx⊗nx−
1
3
I
)
, Q(y)= s(y)
(
ny⊗ny−
1
3
I
)
.
We aim at showing that nx and ny can be choosen so that nx =±ny. In partic-
ular we may assume that Q(x) 6= 0 and Q(y) 6= 0.
Since Ω is open and connected (and thus path-connected), there exists a
“chain of open balls” from x to y. More explicitly: there exist points
x= x0,x1, . . . ,xN−1,xN = y ∈Ω,
and open balls
B0 ∋ x0,B1 ∋ x1, . . . ,BN ∋ xN ,
such that
Bk∩Bk+1 6= ; k= 0, . . . ,N1.
We denote by nk ∈S2 a constant director in Bk, provided by the above Claim.
In particular n0 =±nx and nN =±ny.
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In the intersection Bk ∩Bk+1, nk and nk+1 are both admissible constant
directors. Since Q is analytic and not uniformly zero, it can not be uniformly
zero in the non empty open set Bk ∩Bk+1, and we deduce that it must hold
nk =±nk+1. Therefore we find
n0 =±n1 =±n2 = ·· · =±nN ,
and in particular nx =±ny. The proof of (ii) is complete.
Remark 4.3. As already pointed out in Section 2.2, the assumption that Q is
smooth is very natural, since physically relevant solutions are bounded and
therefore smooth. The additional assumption of analyticity in assertion (ii)
is also natural, since it is satisfied whenever the bulk free energy is analytic
(and this is the case for the bulk free energy usually considered).
5 In a spherical droplet with radial anchoring
In this section we consider a droplet of nematic subject to strong radial anchor-
ing on the surface. Droplets of nematic play an important role in some electro-
optic applications, like polymer dispersed liquid crystals (PDLC) devices (see
the review article [18] and references therein). Moreover, this problem is im-
portant theoretically as a model problem for the study of point defects, due to
the universal features it exhibits [14].
The droplet containing the nematic is modelled as an open ball
BR =
{
x ∈R3 : |x| <R
}
,
and strong radial anchoring corresponds to Dirichlet boundary conditions of
the form
Q(x)= s0
(
x
R
⊗
x
R
−
1
3
I
)
for |x| =R, (16)
for some fixed s0 6= 0.
In this setting, the equilibrium equation (4) admits a particular symmetric
solution of the form
Q(x)= s(r)
(
x
r
⊗
x
r
−
1
3
I
)
∀x ∈BR , (17)
where r = |x|, and s : (0,R)→R solves
d2s
dr2
+
2
r
ds
dr
−
6
r2
s=
1
L
(
2s∂1ϕ(2s
2/3,2s3/9)+ s2∂2ϕ(2s
2/3,2s3/9)
)
, (18)
with boundary conditions s(0) = 0, s(R) = s0. We call such a solution radial
hedgehog.
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As already mentioned in Remark 3.3, the existence of such a solution is
ensured by Palais’ Principle of Symmetric Criticality [23]. In fact, G = SO(3)
acts linearly and isometrically on the affine Hilbert space
H =
{
Q ∈H1(BR ;S ) : Q satisfies (16)
}
by change of frame: the action is given by formula (3). The free energy is
frame invariant (see Remark 2.2): it holds
F (g ·Q)=F (Q) ∀g ∈G, Q ∈H .
Denoting by Σ ⊂ H the subspace of symmetric configurations, i.e. of those
maps Q which satisfy g ·Q =Q for all rotations g ∈G, the Principle of Sym-
metric Criticality [23, Section 2] can be stated as follows: if Q ∈Σ is a critical
point of F|Σ, then Q is a critical point of F , i.e. Q solves the equilibrium
equation (4).
Since Σ consists precisely of those Q which are of the form (17), and since
the existence of a minimizer of F|Σ is ensured by the direct method of the
calculus of variations [16], we obtain the existence of the radial hedgehog so-
lution of (4) described above by (17)-(18).
Spherically symmetric solutions are in fact the only purely uniaxial solu-
tions of this problem. This is the content of the next result.
Theorem 5.1. Assume that ϕ is analytic and satisfies (5). Let Q ∈H1(BR ,S )
solve the equilibrium equation (4), with radial boundary conditions (16).
If Q is purely uniaxial (i.e. takes values in U ), then Q is necessarily spher-
ically symmetric: it satisfies (17)-(18).
Remark 5.2. A recent result of Henao and Majumdar [10, 11] is a direct corol-
lary of Theorem 5.1. In [10, 11], the authors consider a spherical droplet with
radial anchoring, with a bulk free energy fb of the form (6) and study the low
temperature limit a→∞. They assume the existence of a sequence of uniax-
ial minimizers of the free energy, and show convergence towards a spherically
symmetric solution.
Proof of Theorem 5.1: The assumption (5) on ϕ ensures thatQ is bounded and
therefore analytic (see Section 2.2).
Since Q is smooth up to the boundary ∂B, and does not vanish on the
boundary, we may proceed as in the proof of Theorem 4.1 to obtain, in a neigh-
borhood of each point of the boundary ∂BR , smooth maps s and n such that
the ansatz (7) holds (see also Remark 3.1). The locally well-defined map n is
determined up to a sign. We determine it uniquely via the boundary condition
n(x)=
x
R
for |x| =R.
Therefore we obtain, for some δ> 0, smooth maps
s : BR \B(1−δ)R→R, n : BR \B(1−δ)R→S
2,
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such that
Q(x)= s(x)
(
n(x)⊗n(x)−
1
3
I
)
for (1−δ)R < |x| <R.
The values of s and n on the boundary ∂BR are determined:
s(x)= s0, n(x)=
x
R
for |x| =R. (19)
We use the fact that s and n satisfy the system (8) and the extra constraint
(9), to determine in addition their radial derivatives on the boundary:
Lemma 5.3. It holds
∂rn≡ 0, ∂rs≡ s1, on ∂BR ,
for some constant s1 ∈R.
Lemma 5.3 constitutes the heart of the proof of Theorem 5.1. The proof of
Lemma 5.3 can be found below. We start by showing how Lemma 5.3 implies
the conclusion of Theorem 5.1.
Let s˜ be a local solution of (18) with Cauchy data
s˜(R)= s0,
ds˜
dr
(R)= s1,
where s1 is the constant value of ∂rs on ∂BR according to Lemma 5.3. We fix
η> 0 such that s˜ is defined on [R,R+η], and define a map Q˜ on BR+η by
Q˜(x)=
{
Q(x) if |x| ≤R,
s˜(r)
(
x
r
⊗
x
r
−
1
3 I
)
if R < |x| <R+η.
Lemma 5.3 ensures that the boundary conditions on ∂BR match well at order
0 and 1: the map Q˜ belongs to C1(BR+η). Moreover, the matching boundary
conditions on ∂BR ensure that Q˜ is a weak solution of the Euler-Lagrange
equation (4) in BR+η. In particular, Q˜ is analytic (see Section 2.2). Hence, for
any rotation g ∈G, the map
x 7→ Q˜(gx)− gQ˜(x)tg
is analytic and vanishes in BR+η\BR and must therefore vanish everywhere.
We deduce that Q is spherically symmetric and the proof of Theorem 5.1 is
complete.
Proof of Lemma 5.3: During this proof we make use of spherical coordinates
(r,θ,ϕ) and denote by (er,eθ,eϕ) the associated (moving) eigenframe.
For simplicity we assume R = 1 (the general case follows by rescaling the
variable) and write B for B1. We proceed in three steps: we start by showing
that, on the boundary ∂B, it holds
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• ∂rn= 0,
• then ∂2rn= 0,
• and eventually ∂θ∂rs= ∂ϕ∂rs= 0.
Step 1: ∂rn= 0 on ∂B.
This first step is obtained as a consequence of the boundary condition (19),
and of the constraint (9). Indeed, on the boundary, (19) determines the partial
derivatives of n in two directions ∂θn and ∂ϕn, and (9) determines the partial
derivative in the remaining direction.
In spherical coordinates, (9) becomes
2
(
∂rn⊗∂rn+
1
r2
∂θn⊗∂θn+
1
r2 sin2θ
∂ϕn∂ϕn
)
= |∇n|2(I−n⊗n), (20)
and
|∇n|2 = |∂rn|
2
+
1
r2
|∂θn|
2
+
1
r2 sin2θ
|∂ϕn|
2.
Since on the boundary ∂B it holds
n= er, ∂θn= eθ, ∂ϕn= sinθeϕ,
we deduce from (20) that
2∂rn⊗∂rn= |∂rn|
2(I−er⊗er) for r = 1,
which implies ∂rn= 0 and proves Step 1.
Step 2: ∂2rn= 0 on ∂B.
This second step is obtained as a consequence of Step 1 and of the second
equation of (8), together with the boundary conditions (19). In fact, it holds
∆n= ∂2rn+∆S2n= ∂
2
rn−2er for r = 1,
since ∂rn = 0 by Step 1 and n = er for r = 1. Moreover, since s is constant on
the boundary, it holds
(∇s·)n= ∂rs∂rn= 0 for r = 1.
Thus the second equation of (8) becomes, on the boundary,
s0∂
2
rn−2s0er =−s0|∇n|
2er =−2s0er for r = 1.
Here we used again (19) and Step 1 to compute |∇n|2 for r = 1. The last equa-
tion completes the proof of Step 2.
Step 3: ∂θ∂rs= ∂ϕ∂rs= 0 on ∂B.
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To prove this third step, we consider Taylor expansions of s and n with
respect to r−1≈ 0, and plug them into (8) and (9) to obtain more information
about higher order radial derivatives and find eventually that ∂rs is constant
on the boundary.
Using Step 1 and Step 2, we may write, for r = |x| ∈ [1−δ,1] and ω= x/r ∈S2,
n= er+ (r−1)
3m1(ω)+ (r−1)
4m2(ω)+O((r−1)
5) (21)
s= s0+ (r−1)s1(ω)+ (r−1)
2s2(ω)+O((r−1)
3), (22)
where 6m1 = ∂3rn|S2 , 24m2 = ∂
4
rn|S2 , s1 = ∂rs|S2 , and 2s2 = ∂
2
r s|S2 are smooth
functions of ω ∈S2, and
O((r−1)k)= (r−1)k× some smooth function of (r,ω).
In the sequel, we plug the Taylor expansions above into (8) and (9) in order
to conclude that s1 is constant. The computations are elementary but tedious.
In order to clarify them, we start by sketching the main steps without going
into details. The complete proof follows below.
Sketch of the main steps: Plugging (21) into (9) leads to an equation of the
form
0= (r−1)3A3+ (r−1)
4A4+O((r−1)
5), (23)
where
A3 = A3(m1,∂θm1,∂ϕm1),
A4 = A4(m1,m2,∂θm1,∂ϕm1,∂θm2,∂ϕm2).
At this point, a first simplification occurs, since A4 is actually of the form
A4 =−2A3+ A˜4(m2,∂θm2,∂ϕm2),
so that from (23) we deduce
A˜4(m2,∂θm2,∂ϕm2)= 0. (24)
Next we make use of (8). Plugging (21) and (22) into (8), we obtain equa-
tions of the form{
0=α0+O(r−1)
0= (r−1)v1+ (r−1)
2v2+O((r−1)
3,
(25)
where
α0 =α0(s0, s1, s2),
v1 = v1(s0,m1,∂θs1,∂ϕs1)
v2 = v2(s0, s1,m1,m2,∂θs1,∂ϕs1,∂θs2,∂ϕs2).
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The first equation in (25) implies that α0 = 0. Solving α0 = 0, we obtain an
expression of s2 in terms of s1 and s0, which we plug into v2. Here a new
simplification arises: it holds
v2 = v˜2(s0, s1,m1,m2)−3v1.
Thus (25) implies that v1 = v˜2 = 0. Solving v˜2 = 0 we find an expression
m2 =m2(s0, s1,m1),
which we plug into (24) to obtain an equation of the form
A∗4(s0, s1,m1,∂θs1,∂ϕs1,∂θm1,∂ϕm1)= 0.
Using the equation A3 = 0 from (23), we are able to simplify the last expression
of A∗4 into one which does not involve derivatives of m1:
Â4(s0, s1,m1,∂θs1,∂ϕs1)= 0. (26)
Eventually we use the equation v1 = 0 to express m1 in terms of s0, ∂θs1 and
∂ϕs1. Plugging that expression of m1 into (26) leads us to a system of the form
A
♯
4(s0,∂θs1,∂ϕs1)= 0.
The above equation forces ∂θs1 = ∂ϕs1 = 0 and thus allows to conclude.
Complete proof: It holds
∂rn= 3(r−1)
2m1+4(r−1)
3m2+O((r−1)
4),
∂2rn= 6(r−1)m1+12(r−1)
2m2+O((r−1)
3),
∂θn= eθ+ (r−1)
3∂θm1+ (r−1)
4∂θm2+O((r−1)
5),
∂ϕn= sinθeϕ+ (r−1)
3∂ϕm1+ (r−1)
4∂ϕm2+O((r−1)
5),
∆S2n=−2er+O((r−1)
3),
and thus
∆n= ∂2rn+
2
r
∂rn+
1
r2
∆S2n
= ∂2rn+2(1+O((r−1))∂rn
+
(
1−2(r−1)+3(r−1)2+O((r−1)3
)(
−2er+O((r−1)
3)
)
= 6(r−1)m1+12(r−1)
2m2+6(r−1)
2m1
−2er+4(r−1)er−6(r−1)
2er+O((r−1)
3)
=−2er+ (r−1)[6m1+4er]+ (r−1)
2 [12m2+6m1−6er]+O((r−1)
3).
Hence we compute
s∆n=−2s0er+ (r−1)[6s0m1+4s0er−2s1er]
+ (r−1)2 [12s0m2+6s0m1−6s0er+6s1m1+4s1er−2s2er]
+O((r−1)3).
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Next we want to compute
(∇s ·∇)n= ∂rs∂rn+
1
r2
∂θs∂θn+
1
r2 sin2θ
∂ϕs∂ϕn.
We calculate each term:
∂rs∂rn=
(
s1+2(r−1)s2+O((r−1)
2)
)(
3(r−1)2m1+O((r−1)
3)
)
= 3s1(r−1)
2m1+O((r−1)
3),
1
r2
∂θs∂θn=
1
r2
(
(r−1)∂θs1+ (r−1)
2∂θs2+O((r−1)
3)
)
×
(
eθ+O((r−1)
3)
)
= (1−2(r−1)+O(r−1))
×
(
(r−1)∂θs1eθ+ (r−1)
2∂θs2eθ+O((r−1)
3)
)
= (r−1)∂θs1eθ
+ (r−1)2 [∂θs2eθ−2∂θs1eθ]+O((r−1)
3),
1
r2 sin2θ
∂ϕs∂ϕn= (r−1)
∂ϕs1
sinθ
eϕ
+ (r−1)2
[
∂ϕs2
sinθ
eϕ−2
∂ϕs1
sinθ
eϕ
]
+O((r−1)3).
Thus it holds:
s∆n+2(∇s ·∇)n=−2s0er
+ (r−1)
[
6s0m1+4s0er−2s1er+2∂θs1eθ+2
∂ϕs1
sinθ
eϕ
]
+ (r−1)2
[
12s0m2+6s0m1−6s0er+12s1m1+4s1er
−2s2er+2∂θs2eθ−4∂θs1eθ+2
∂ϕs2
sinθ
eϕ−4
∂ϕs1
sinθ
eϕ
]
+O((r−1)3).
Our next step is to compute the symmetric matrix
M = ∂rn⊗∂rn+
1
r2
∂θn⊗∂θn+
1
r2 sin2θ
∂ϕn⊗∂ϕn.
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We compute each term:
∂rn⊗∂rn= 9(r−1)
4m1⊗m1+O((r−1)
5),
1
r2
∂θn⊗∂θn=
(
1−2(r−1)+3(r−1)2−4(r−1)3+5(r−1)4+O((r−1)5)
)
×
(
eθ⊗eθ+2(r−1)
3∂θm1⊙eθ+2(r−1)
4∂θm2⊙eθ+O((r−1)
5)
)
= eθ⊗eθ−2(r−1)eθ⊗eθ+3(r−1)
2eθ⊗eθ
+ (r−1)3 [−4eθ⊗eθ+2∂θm1⊙eθ]
+ (r−1)4 [5eθ⊗eθ−4∂θm1⊙eθ+2∂θm2⊙eθ]
+O((r−1)5),
1
r2 sin2θ
∂ϕn⊗∂ϕn= eϕ⊗eϕ−2(r−1)eϕ⊗eϕ+3(r−1)
2eϕ⊗eϕ
+ (r−1)3
[
−4eϕ⊗eϕ+
2
sinθ
∂ϕm1⊙eϕ
]
+ (r−1)4
[
5eϕ⊗eϕ−
4
sinθ
∂ϕm1⊙eϕ+
2
sinθ
∂ϕm2⊙eϕ
]
+O((r−1)5).
Hence we have
M =M0+ (r−1)M1+·· ·+ (r−1)
4M4+O((r−1)
5),
where
M0 = eθ⊗eθ+eϕ⊗eϕ = I−er⊗er,
M1 =−2(I−er⊗er),
M2 = 3(I−er⊗er),
M3 =−4(I−er⊗er)+2∂θm1⊙eθ+
2
sinθ
∂ϕm1⊙eϕ,
M4 = 9m1⊗m1+5(I−er⊗er)−4∂θm1⊙eθ−
4
sinθ
∂ϕm1⊙eϕ
+2∂θm2⊙eθ+
2
sinθ
∂ϕm2⊙eϕ.
Using the fact that |∇n|2 = trM, we obtain in particular
|∇n|2 = 2−4(r−1)+6(r−1)2+ (r−1)3
[
−8+2∂θm1 ·eθ+
2
sinθ
∂ϕm1 ·eϕ
]
+ (r−1)4
[
9|m1|
2
+10−4∂θm1 ·eθ−
4
sinθ
∂ϕm1 ·eϕ+2∂θm2 ·eθ+
2
sinθ
∂ϕm2 ·eϕ
]
+O((r−1)5),
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and
|∇n|2n= 2er−4(r−1)er+6(r−1)
2er
+ (r−1)3
[
(−8+2∂θm1 ·eθ+
2
sinθ
∂ϕm1 ·eϕ)er+2m1
]
+ (r−1)4
[{
9|m1|
2
+10−4∂θm1 ·eθ−
4
sinθ
∂ϕm1 ·eϕ+2∂θm2 ·eθ
+
2
sinθ
∂ϕm2 ·eϕ
}
er−4m1+2m2
]
+O((r−1)5),
s|∇n|2n= 2s0er+ (r−1)
[
2s1−4s0
]
er+ (r−1)
2[6s0−4s1+2s2]er
+O((r−1)3),
|∇n|2n⊗n= 2er⊗er−4(r−1)er⊗er+6(r−1)
2er⊗er
+ (r−1)3
[
(−8+2∂θm1 ·eθ+
2
sinθ
∂ϕm1 ·eϕ)er⊗er+4m1⊙er
]
+ (r−1)4
[{
9|m1|
2
+10−4∂θm1 ·eθ−
4
sinθ
∂ϕm1 ·eϕ+2∂θm2 ·eθ
+
2
sinθ
∂ϕm2 ·eϕ
}
er⊗er−8m1⊙er+4m2⊙er
]
+O((r−1)5),
|∇n|2(I−n⊗n)= 2(I−er⊗er)−4(r−1)(I−er⊗er)+6(r−1)
2(I−er⊗er)
+ (r−1)3
[
(−8+2∂θm1 ·eθ+
2
sinθ
∂ϕm1 ·eϕ)(I−er⊗er)−4m1⊙er
]
+ (r−1)4
[{
9|m1|
2
+10−4∂θm1 ·eθ−
4
sinθ
∂ϕm1 ·eϕ+2∂θm2 ·eθ
+
2
sinθ
∂ϕm2 ·eϕ
}
(I−er⊗er)+8m1⊙er−4m2⊙er
]
+O((r−1)5).
Eventually, we have:
s∆n+2(∇s ·∇)n+ s|∇n|2n= (r−1)
[
6s0m1+2∂θs1eθ+2
∂ϕs1
sinθ
eϕ
]
+ (r−1)2
[
12s0m2+6s0m1+12s1m1+2∂θs2eθ
−4∂θs1eθ+2
∂ϕs2
sinθ
eϕ−4
∂ϕs1
sinθ
eϕ
]
+O((r−1)3),
and
2M−|∇n|2(I−n⊗n)= (r−1)3A3+ (r−1)
4A4+O((r−1)
5),
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where
A3 = 4∂θm1⊙eθ+
4
sinθ
∂ϕm1⊙eϕ−
[
2∂θm1 ·eθ+
2
sinθ
∂ϕm1 ·eϕ
]
(I−er⊗er)
+4m1⊙er,
A4 = 18m1⊗m1−8∂θm1⊙eθ−
8
sinθ
∂ϕm1⊙eϕ+4∂θm2⊙eθ+
4
sinθ
∂ϕm2⊙eϕ
−
[
9|m1|
2
−4∂θm1 ·eθ−
4
sinθ
∂ϕm1 ·eϕ+2∂θm2 ·eθ+
2
sinθ
∂ϕm2⊙eϕ
]
(I−er⊗er)
−8m1⊙er+4m2⊙er
=−2A3+18m1⊗m1+4∂θm2⊙eθ+
4
sinθ
∂ϕm2⊙eϕ+4m2⊙er
−
[
9|m1|
2
+2∂θm2 ·eθ+
2
sinθ
∂ϕm2⊙eϕ
]
(I−er⊗er).
Moreover, denoting by
ψ(s) :=
1
L
(
2s∂1ϕ(2s
2/3,2s3/9)+ s2∂2ϕ(2s
2/3,2s3/9)
)
the nonlinear term of order 0 arising in the first equation of (8), we have
∆s−3s|∇n|2−ψ(s)= 2s2+2s1−6s0+ψ(s0)+O(r−1).
We conclude that the following equalities hold:
s2 =−s1+3s0+
1
2
ψ(s0), (27)
6s0m1+2∂θs1eθ+2
∂ϕs1
sinθ
eϕ = 0, (28)
12s0m2+6s0m1+12s1m1+2∂θs2eθ−4∂θs1eθ+2
∂ϕs2
sinθ
eϕ−4
∂ϕs1
sinθ
eϕ = 0,
(29)
4∂θm1⊙eθ+
4
sinθ
∂ϕm1⊙eϕ+4m1⊙er =[
2∂θm1 ·eθ+
2
sinθ
∂ϕm1 ·eϕ
]
(I−er⊗er),
(30)
18m1⊗m1+4∂θm2⊙eθ+
4
sinθ
∂ϕm2⊙eϕ+4m2⊙er
=
[
9|m1|
2
+2∂θm2 ·eθ+
2
sinθ
∂ϕm2⊙eϕ
]
(I−er⊗er).
(31)
Since ψ(s0) is a constant, (27) implies that
∂θs2 =−∂θs1, ∂ϕs2 =−∂ϕs1,
so that (29) becomes
12s0m2+6s0m1+12s1m1 = 6∂θs1eθ+6
∂ϕs1
sinθ
eϕ
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that is, using (28),
12s0m2+24s0m1+12s1m1 = 0
from which we deduce an expression of m2 in terms of s0, s1 and m1:
m2 =−
2s0+ s1
s0
m1. (32)
Thus we compute, using also (30),
4∂θm2⊙eθ+
4
sinθ
∂ϕm2⊙eϕ =−
2s0+ s1
s0
(
4∂θm1⊙eθ+
4
sinθ
∂ϕm1⊙eϕ
)
−
1
s0
(
∂θs1m1⊙eθ+
1
sinθ
∂ϕs1m1⊙eϕ
)
=−
2s0+ s1
s0
[
2∂θm1 ·eθ+
2
sinθ
∂ϕm1 ·eϕ
]
(I−er⊗er)
+4
2s0+ s1
s0
m1⊙er
−
1
s0
(
∂θs1m1⊙eθ+
1
sinθ
∂ϕs1m1⊙eϕ
)
=
[
2∂θm2 ·eθ+
2
sinθ
∂ϕm2 ·eϕ
]
(I−er⊗er)
+
1
2s0
[
∂θs1m1 ·eθ+
1
sinθ
∂ϕs1m1 ·eϕ
]
(I−er⊗er)
−4m2⊙er
−
1
s0
(
∂θs1m1⊙eθ+
1
sinθ
∂ϕs1m1⊙eϕ
)
.
We plug this last computation into (31), which gives:
18m1⊗m1−9|m1|
2(I−er⊗er)=
1
s0
(
∂θs1m1⊙eθ+
1
sinθ
∂ϕs1m1⊙eϕ
)
−
1
2s0
[
∂θs1m1 ·eθ+
1
sinθ
∂ϕs1m1 ·eϕ
]
(I−er⊗er).
(33)
The identity (33) is an equality of symmetric (traceless) matrices, so it amounts
to 5 scalar equalities. Actually only two of them are interesting (see Re-
mark 3.6). In the sequel we are going to make use of (33) applied – as an
equality of bilinear forms – to (eθ,eθ) and (eθ,eϕ), which gives the two follow-
ing equations:
18(m1 ·eθ)
2
−9|m1|
2
=
1
2s0
∂θs1m1 ·eθ−
1
2s0 sinθ
∂ϕs1m1 ·eϕ
18(m1 ·eθ)(m1 ·eϕ)=
1
2s0
∂θs1m1 ·eϕ+
1
2s0 sinθ
∂ϕs1m1 ·eθ
(34)
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Eventually we make use of (28) to transform (33) into equations involving only
the derivatives of s1.
Equation (28) may indeed be rewritten as
m1 =−
1
3s0
∂θs1eθ−
1
3s0 sinθ
∂ϕs1eϕ.
Thus we have the following identities:
m1 ·eθ =−
1
3s0
∂θs1, m1 ·eϕ =−
1
3s0 sinθ
∂ϕs1,
|m1|
2
=
1
9s20
(
(∂θs1)
2
+
(∂ϕs1)2
sin2θ
)
which we plug into (33) to obtain:
2
s20
(∂θs1)
2
−
1
s20
(
(∂θs1)
2
+
(∂ϕs1)2
sin2θ
)
=−
1
6s20
(∂θs1)
2
+
1
6s20 sin
2θ
(∂ϕs1)
2
2
s20 sinθ
(∂θs1)(∂ϕs1)=−
1
3s20 sinθ
(∂θs1)(∂ϕs1)
i.e.
(∂θs1)
2
−
1
sin2θ
(∂ϕs1)
2
= 0
1
sinθ
(∂θs1)(∂ϕs1)= 0
Clearly, the last equations imply that
∂θs1 = ∂ϕs1 = 0,
which proves Step 3.
6 Conclusions and perspectives
6.1 Conclusions
We have studied nematic equilibrium configurations under the constraint of
uniaxial symmetry. The results we have obtained show that the constraint of
uniaxial symmetry is very restrictive and should in general not be satisfied by
equilibrium configurations, except in the presence of other strong symmetries.
We have shown that, for a nematic equilibrium configuration presenting
translational invariance in one direction, there are only two options: either it
does not have any regions with uniaxial symmetry, or it has uniform director
field. In particular, when the boundary conditions prevent the director field
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from being uniform, as it is the case in hybrid cells or in capillaries with ra-
dial anchoring, then at equilibrium uniaxial order is destroyed spontaneously
within the whole system. In other words, for translationally invariant config-
urations, biaxial escape has to occur.
Biaxiality had in fact been predicted in such geometries [27, 24, 4], but
it was supposed to stay confined to small regions, and to occur only in some
parameter range. Here we have provided a rigorous proof that biaxiality must
occur everywhere, and for any values of the parameter: the configurations in-
terpreted as uniaxial just correspond to a small degree of biaxiality. Our proof
does not rely on free energy minimization, but only on the equilibrium equa-
tions – in particular it affects all metastable configurations. It is also remark-
able that our results do not depend on the form of the bulk energy density,
whereas all the previously cited workers used a four-terms approximation.
For general three-dimensional configurations we have not obtained a com-
plete description of uniaxial equilibrium configurations, but we have studied
the model case of the hedgehog defect, and obtained a strong symmetry result:
a uniaxial equilibrium must be spherically symmetric. We believe in fact that,
in general, the only non trivial uniaxial solutions of the equilibrium equation
are spherically symmetric.
6.2 Perspectives
Many interesting problems concerning uniaxial equilibrium and biaxial es-
cape remain open. We mention here three directions of further research.
The first one is the complete description of three-dimensional uniaxial so-
lutions of (4). Techniques similar to the proof of Theorem 5.1 should allow to
prove that, in a smooth bounded domain with normal anchoring, uniaxial so-
lutions exist only if the domain has spherical symmetry. Such a result would
constitute a first step towards the conjectured fact that the only non trivial
uniaxial solution of (4) – whatever the form of the domain and the boundary
conditions – are spherically symmetric. For more general boundary conditions
however, other techniques would likely be needed.
Another open problem is to consider more general (and more physically
relevant) elastic terms (see Remark 2.2). The equation (9) corresponding to
equilibrium with respect to symmetry-breaking perturbations is more compli-
cated in that case (in particular it is of second order).
A third problem, which is of even greater physical relevance, is to investi-
gate “approximately uniaxial” equilibrium configurations. Hopefully, equation
(9) could play an interesting role in such a study.
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